Alumination Canada
The CHILLIT – Spin it to mix it!
*** N O T D I S H W A S H E R S A F E ***

10 & 12 Oz CHILLIT (Beer Sleeve/Mixing Cup)
The inspiration behind our Beer Sleeve came from the following two
concepts: a Coaster and a Coozy. With this in mind, you can either
remove the can from the Sleeve for a sip, pick up the whole Sleeve to
have a drink or even use it as a drinking cup. Either way you choose to
use it, each Beer Sleeve is crafted with a tight-fitting inner diameter in
order to provide a vacuum fit that securely holds your canned
beverage.
This is the only piece, in the drink line, that is available in two sizes
(Original 311g and Tall 439g). When used as a cup, the Original holds
10oz of liquid. When used as a sleeve, the Original leaves part of the
beverage can showing at the top. The Tall holds 12oz of liquid. It was
designed to hide the whole beverage can. Some customers choose to
use the Tall to prevent others from knowing what they may or may not
be drinking!

2 Oz CHILLIT (Shot Glass)325g
This is no ordinary shot glass as it’s not your standard 1oz measuring
device. This special piece is perfectly machined to measure 2oz at the
brim and has a 1oz gauging line halfway. It is flawlessly machined to
be weighted at the bottom and to feel comfortable in your hand.

5 Oz CHILLIT (Highball Cup)284g
Regardless of your liquor of choice, this beauty is designed for the
nights when you are looking for a hard drink on or off the rocks.
Chill it in the fridge or freezer prior to use and fit up to 5oz of your
favourite liquor.

18 & 26 Oz CHILLIT (Drink Mixing/Beer Stein)671g
These customer requests for BIGGER have been a favorite for many.
The idea behind the 18oz and 24oz piece is to utilize the spinning
concept to mix your beverage of choice.

** The above 5 pieces (available as a set) were also designed to slide
into each other. As each smaller piece fits into the larger piece, this
feature is great for storage purposes. Or, use a spacer in-between the
pieces to create the Alumination Cup to display on your bar! **

16 Oz CHILLIT (Unbreakable Wine Cup/Goblet)224g
Wine drinkers we didn’t forget you! This piece was created to hold
16oz of your favorite Red or White wine. It will be the last wine
glass you will ever have to buy because it will never break!
Great for fidgeting as all pieces spin on hard surfaces too!!!
Complete your set at www.AluminationCanada.com
Wash before first use. For best shine, use warm soapy water.

